**Documentation Quick Helps for Turabian 7th Edition**

The purpose of this document is to point you to specific examples in Turabian 7th (hereafter T7) for documentation of *basic* types of resources. For examples of more complex types, click here.

Note: For documentation, follow T7 chapters 15-17 only; *never* follow T7 chapters 18-19. T7 page numbers appear in [square brackets].

**Bibliography.** Follow the examples identified in T7 by the notation B::

- Book → 16.1.1, 16.1.2 [143]
- Translated/Edited Book → 16.1.3 [144]
- Essay → 16.1.5 [144-45]
- Magazine Article → 17.3 [185-86]
- Journal Article → See 16.1.6 [145], *but follow these bibliography examples.*

**Footnotes.** Follow the examples identified in T7 by the notation N::

- Book → 16.1.1, 16.1.2 [143]
- Translated/Edited Book → 16.1.3 [144]
- Essay → 16.1.5 [144-45]
- Magazine Article → 17.3 [185-86]
- Journal Article → See 16.1.6 [145], *but follow these footnote examples.*

Note: For footnotes *always* use a superscripted number (³⁴Like this.); *never* use a non-superscripted number (34. Like this.).

____________________
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